Truck Drag Racing Rules & Safety Regulations
Friday, August 13, 2021 - 7:30pm
Entry is limited to the first 60 trucks. EACH DRIVER AND ONE MECHANIC MAY
ENTER THE FAIRGROUNDS and the PIT AREA FREE WHEN ARRIVING WITH truck
at the DALAMAR STREET ENTRANCE ONLY.
ADDITIONAL OCCUPANTS
TRAVELING WITH THE DRIVER MUST PURCHASE A GENERAL ADMISSION
TICKET. ONLY DRIVERS AND ONE MECHANIC HAVE ACCESS TO THE PIT AREA.

TRUCK DRAG RACING
1. Permitted trucks include DIESEL and GASOLINE trucks with Four Wheel Drive or Two
Wheel drive with Automatic or Standard transmissions.
2. Purses: 1st $200.00, 2nd $100.00, 3rd $50.00.

TRUCK GRUDGE MATCH OR HOOK BUMPERS
1. Grudge or hook bumpers will be determined at the driver's meeting. Class 3 hitch minimum
required.
2. Matches will cost $10.00 per truck
3. Matches will end at 9:00 pm

DRAG RACING AREA
1. All DRAG RACING will be conducted on a dirt surface. A track used for truck or tractor
pulling is acceptable.
2. Two side-by-side lanes will be marked by a white chalk line.
3. The track will be “worked” to ensure a safe and fair Drag Race. This may include digging the
track, watering, and packing the track.
4. The DRAG RACE track will be set at one hundred ft. (100’) with two hundred ft. (200’) for
stopping.
5. The Officials will determine to cancel racing if unsafe weather conditions are present. The
decision of the officials is final.

DRAG RACING REGISTRATION RULES
1. Diesel trucks and Gas trucks that are licensed and tagged for street use. Trucks will be
inspected and it will be determined if you will be allowed to run by the tech officials.
2. Gas and Fuel tanks must be secure.
3. Helmets and seatbelts must be worn.
4. A current and valid photo driver’s license is required for the driver. Any driver who is 16 or
17 must have a notarized consent waiver form.
5. No drinking of alcoholic beverages on Fairgrounds. Any driver or pit person under the
influence of alcohol or drugs will be immediately disqualified and removed from the grounds.

CONDUCT OF DRAG RACING EVENT
1. All trucks planning to Drag Race must register and pay the entry fees.
2. The order and bracket setup will be made available before the start of the DRAG RACING
PROGRAM. The finish will be determined at 100 ft. and there will be 200 ft. to stop.
3. Officials will place a number on the vehicle so that the officials, announcer, and fans will
know whose vehicle is racing.
4. Driver must stay with their truck while their class is participating. Failure to stay with your
truck can result in disqualification.
5. Any truck that touches the white line on the side of that trucks’ lane will be disqualified.
6. Winners will return to the staging area immediately to receive staging instructions for their
next race.
7. No speeding or hot rodding in the pit area. Trucks operating in an unsafe manner can result
in a disqualification/ejection from the event and/or the Fairgrounds.
8. The elimination format will be determined by the event official.
9. All Drag Racing decisions made by the officials such as winner and possible disqualifications
are FINAL with no appeal process. The decision of the officials is final.

